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The Great Depression bore with special harshness on
growing youth. As the crisis deepened, hunger and want
overtook several million children, some from homes once
prosperous and others in substandard families ranging from
the slums of Brooklyn to the pine barrens of Georgia. The
relief census of October, 1933, listed forty-two per cent of
all recipients as under sixteen years old, yet they comprised
only thirty-one per cent of the population* A year later the
Committee on Economic Security reported eight million chil-
dren on relief.
Beyond the huge sums spent on immediate help and work
relief for the family's breadwinners, the New Deal addressed
certain special programs directly to needy youngsters. The
FERA hired unemployed nurses to look after small children
and embarked upon its free school-lunch program* More
durably, the social-security act of 1935 authorized $24,750,-
000 annually to aid dependent children, $3,800,000 for ma-
ternal and child health, $1,500,000 for homeless and
neglected children and $2,850,000 for crippled children.
This program, resting upon state collaboration, elicited in
most regions hearty indorsement, and in 1939 Congress in-
creased its appropriation* What Henry Wallace termed the
"genetic basis of democracy" found impressive recognition*
Largely as a result of the better care provided for mothers,
maternal mortality rates for the nation fell a fourth between
1934 and 1938.
As for wage-earning children, forty per cent of the boys
between the ages of fourteen and nineteen were so engaged and
twenty-three per cent of the girls in 1930, a marked reduc-
tion from earlier times. In the next decade child labor con-
tinued to retreat, thanks partly to legal restraints and partly
to the requirement of more schooling, until by 1940 these
percentages had lowered to thirty-five and nineteen.
In the summer of 1933, when hearings on the NRA cot-
ton code began, the textile manufacturers at a dramatic mo-
ment offered an amendment abolishing mill labor for persons

